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Chairman Klobuchar, Ranking Member Lee, and Members of the Subcommittee, thank you for
inviting me to testify today. I look forward to discussing with you the topic of the impact of
consolidation and monopoly power on American innovation.
Innovation and the Consumer Welfare Standard
Let me begin with a few comments on the consumer welfare standard. I support the consumer
welfare standard because it is the best way to properly focus antitrust laws without importing
broader citizen or public interest concerns. But we should recognize that the consumer welfare
standard applied in antitrust law includes more than price and output effects; it also includes
quality, consumer choice, and innovation. In certain markets, such as zero-price markets, these
non-price effects may be of paramount importance. In almost all markets, a combination and price
and non-price effects are central to the analysis. But balancing quantitative and qualitative aspects
of consumer welfare raises commensurability problems, because it is difficult to weigh and
measure harms and benefits associated with intangibles such as innovation and tangibles such as
price and output.1 This creates the unfortunate tendency to discount subjective factors such as
harm to innovation, especially by traditional economists. While there are continued policy debates
about the merits of the consumer welfare standard, at a minimum we should agree that in applying
the consumer welfare standard courts should give greater weight to quality harms, including harm
to innovation.2
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Innovation and “Quality Fixing”
Second, innovation concerns raise the issue of powerful market actors engaging in what may be
called “quality fixing.” If harm to competition concerns both price and quality, why do we focus
so much attention on price fixing but almost never discuss quality fixing? Let me offer a few
examples. Why is there is so little enforcement action with respect to standard setting
organizations blocking new innovations? 3 How can colleges and the NCAA openly collude with
one another on quality—a product definition they call amateurism—in order to pay no salary to
the labor that creates the value in college sports while paying coaches like LSU’s head coach Brian
Kelly $100 million salaries?4 Why are we not more concerned about Big Tech companies working
through trade associations to coordinate with one another and collude on quality, such as a diluted
common privacy standard?5 And what of the concern Senator Lee has frequently highlighted, of
Google, Apple, and Amazon raising identical quality concerns to jointly block an alternative
conservative social media platform. 6 Rare are the cases such as the European Commission’s $1
billion fine against five European automakers for colluding with one another to not compete on
quality and delay introducing clean energy innovations.7 As these examples suggest, quality fixing
should play a larger role in the analysis of antitrust harms, including collusion to forestall or
undermine innovation.
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Innovation and Nascent Competition
Third, antitrust law should be more particular about the special category of innovation involving
startups. Senator Klobuchar emphasized this in her recent book, quoting Tim Wu, noting that the
United States is unique for its startup economy and that we should be concerned about excessive
consolidation in the U.S. economy that leads to the decline of the American startup. 8 Senator
Hawley raised similar issues in his book discussing Google’s practice of targeting small
competitors, cloning their services, scraping their content, and repackaging it all as Google. 9
In practice this means that we should be clear-eyed about the best way to deal with startup
acquisitions. We should recognize and embrace the fact that one of the most common exit
strategies for startups is to be acquired. That should be encouraged. That was true for me when I
sold my startup arbitration database company to a leading Dutch publisher at the turn of the
century.10 Vertical and horizontal mergers often will result in greater efficiencies, and the
consistent practice of both the Department of Justice (“DOJ”) and the Federal Trade Commission
(“FTC”) supports that conclusion.11 But at the same time, we should recognize the potential
anticompetitive role of dominant firms in acquiring startups and the growing threat of kill zones
and killer acquisitions. That is, venture capital money is often unavailable to startups that try to
compete with dominant firms.12 And if a startup does try to compete, dominant firms may seek to
acquire nascent competition in order to eliminate rivals or competing product.13 As the United
States antitrust enforcers put it in June 2020, “mergers among competitors, including nascent or
potential competitors, may be anticompetitive, especially ‘when an industry leader seeks to acquire
an up-and-coming competitor that is changing customer expectations and gaining sales.’”14 The
DOJ’s challenge of Visa’s attempt to acquire fintech startup Plaid is one recent example. 15 So too
are the FTC’s and 48 State Attorneys General’s complaints against Facebook regarding their
acquisitions of Instagram and WhatsApp. 16
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Mergers and Innovation Divestitures: The Agricultural Industry
Fourth, innovation is of particular concern in the context of mergers. Take the agriculture industry
as an example. There has been significant consolidation in this industry, with Big Ag consolidating
from six to four seed and agricultural chemical firms.17 These mergers raised concerns that firms
will be less likely to invest in research and development once rivals were removed from the market.
In the Bayer Monsanto merger, the Department of Justice’s settlement required the merging parties
to divest to BASF certain intellectual property and research capabilities, including “pipeline” R&D
projects.18 The two merging firms accounted for almost all of the genetically-modified canola,
corn, cotton and soybean seeds that exhibit greater herbicide tolerance and insect resistance. 19 A
structural remedy was necessary to maintain competition in emerging product lines. These
divested assets included Bayer’s seed treatment patents, research and development facilities, and
various pipeline products. Note that the innovation concerns in this merger did not relate only to
specific product lines, but also to industry-wide concerns with respect to the divesture of research
and development facilities.20
This is analogous to the European Commission’s approach of harm to innovation in the
Dow/Dupont merger, where the Commission looked at harm to future efforts to innovate. As the
European Commission put it, harm to innovation includes removing the parties’ incentives to both
pursue parallel R&D and bring new products to the market. 21 This theory of harm to innovation
suggests that as industries become more concentrated, at a certain point increased concentration
leads to a decrease in innovation.
Generally speaking, when merging firms have complementary technologies, their research and
development efforts will increase following a merger, but if their technologies are substitutes, their
research and development will decrease following a merger.22 This makes sense, given that
merging parties tend to reduce redundant efforts but will invest in complementary efforts that are
likely to improve research and development outcomes.23 The key takeaway is that government
enforcers should take an evidence-based approach and carefully consider how a merger may alter
the incentives and ability to innovate with respect to existing and future products. The result may
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be to either prohibit a merger or require appropriate structural or behavioral remedies to ensure
that a merger will not harm innovation.
The final point with respect to mergers is that government enforcers should conduct more
retrospective reviews of approved mergers to confirm whether a merger resulted in less
innovation.24 One can use a variety of metrics to test this question, but an innovation retrospective
should focus on more than just price or output. It could include, for example, R&D spending,
patent filings, or, in the case of agriculture, registration of new seed varieties. 25
Forestalling Innovation in the Real Estate Market
Fifth, sometimes innovation has a direct role in lowering prices or increasing output. This is
because incumbents often will exert their market power to forestall higher quality or lower priced
goods and services. The residential real estate market offers a quintessential example of harm to
innovation that impacts price and output. The residential real estate market is dominated by a
consortium of real estate cooperatives that enforce a series of mandatory rules that keep prices
high and reduce innovation. The National Association of Realtors (NAR) requires real estate
brokers to be association members and follow association rules in order to access the Multiple
Listing Services (MLS). Those rules require home sellers to offer unconditional blanket unilateral
offers of compensation buyer brokers that are completely unrelated to the services these buyer
brokers provide.26 In short, consumers do not benefit from fee transparency or price competition
with respect to brokerage fees in the residential real estate market.
As a result, consumers pay 5 to 6 percent in broker commissions, despite a dramatic a rise in
housing prices and a dramatic decline in the services that brokers provide. How many of us have
had the experience of reviewing the closing statement when buying or selling a home and being
shocked at the fees we paid to brokers for so little work? We should be shocked because the United
States has some of the highest real estate brokerage fees in the developed world. The average real
estate commissions in other OECD countries are drastically lower at 3.46 percent. 27 The real estate
commissions paid for the sale of an average home price in the United States are between $20,000
and $24,000, compared to $14,000 for the same priced home in other countries.28 Imagine the
impact on the average American if they could purchase homes more efficiently, enhance their job
mobility, and build home equity easier and earlier. Unlike the financial markets where a decline
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in commission rates corresponded with a dramatic increase in transaction volume, 29 the real estate
market has seen no measurable decline in commissions or increase in volume.30
The increased brokerage fees are largely a result of the absence of meaningful innovation in the
real estate brokerage market. Online listing services such as Zillow and Trulia have offered some
innovation, providing consumers a greater role in searching for homes and lowering the labor
inputs provided by real estate brokers. And online discount brokers such as Opendoor, Houwzer,
Redfin and REX offer technological solutions to brokerage services, but they represent a tiny
fraction of the market. None of these innovations allow consumers to buy and sell homes through
online marketplaces that provide the kind of transparency, functionality, efficiency, and innovation
that is commonplace in other online markets such as financial brokerage markets or the automobile
resale markets. In the real estate market, there is nothing remotely like Robinhood, E-Trade,
Carmax, or Carvana. Real estate innovators either are forced to abide by NAR’s anticompetitive
rules on buyer and seller commissions or forego the MLS system altogether and try to innovate
without the critical inputs NAR withholds that are necessary to compete.
Big Tech and Exclusionary Innovation
Sixth and finally, let me briefly discuss exclusionary innovation. Innovation, including disruptive
innovation, is often pro-competitive.31 We all know that. But innovation is not an unalloyed good.
Sometimes innovation has the purpose and effect of excluding competition. This is most obvious
in the context of various practices of Big Tech companies. With respect to online platforms, search
algorithms can be and often are designed to self-preference a platform’s private label brands over
superior or cheaper competing products.32 Technologies are often interoperable with competing
services to increase switching costs and create lock-in effects.33 Data portability raises similar
concerns.34 You can freely switch cellphone carriers and keep your mobile number, but you cannot
port your friend list—your so-called social graph—from an incumbent platform to a competitor. 35
Even finding who among your Facebook friends are on Twitter is difficult.36 Technological
“innovations” sometimes do not promote competition.
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Big Tech frequently introduces “innovations” to degrade the quality of competing products and
services. Let me offer a concrete example based on my work with the state of Texas. As alleged
in the multistate antitrust complaint against Google that Texas is leading, Google uses its power
in the online digital advertising market to force publishers to use Google’s exchange, which
charges extremely high transaction fees.37 A $100,000 stock trade will cost you a few dollars in
exchange fees paid to the NYSE. But a $100,000 ad campaign will cost you $20,000 in fees paid
to Google’s exchange. As a result of these kinds of fees, Google earned revenue of $65 billion
last quarter—over $700 million per day—almost all of it from digital advertising.38 Obviously,
Google’s supra-competitive fees hurts publisher revenue, so they developed some code, called
header bidding, to allow them to route their inventory to multiple exchanges that could do the
trades for much less. Google did not welcome this innovation, so they introduced their own
technological changes to exclude competition. Google changed the data fields so publishers could
no longer determine if they performed better using one exchange or another. They introduced
Accelerated Mobile Pages, (or “AMP”) which is that carousel of news stories you see when you
do a search in Chrome on your phone. Amazingly, AMP was designed without using JavaScript
so that it would be incompatible with header bidding coding. Google also throttled the load time
of non-AMP ads with artificial one-second delays. Google’s own employees struggled with “how
to [publicly] justify [Google] making something slower.”39 And Google imposed artificial lineitem caps so that publishers could make fewer granular bids and win fewer auctions if they used
another exchange, somewhat like the now illegal quoting convention in the stock market of
avoiding odd-eighths in bid/ask quotes.40 In short, the complaint alleges that Google introduced
numerous “innovations” for the express purpose and result of excluding competition and making
it more difficult for its own consumers to increase their revenue using competing exchanges.
Big Tech’s exclusionary innovations raise difficult questions for Congress and antitrust enforcers.
Last year Justice Thomas remarked that “the principle legal difficulty that surrounds digital
platforms” is “that applying old doctrines to new digital platforms is rarely straightforward.” 41
Precisely how we should analyze exclusionary innovation by Big Tech companies remains
uncertain. But at a minimum we should recognize its occurrence with increasing frequency and
think hard about possible solutions.
One certainly has the impression that there is a growing bipartisan consensus that Big Tech
companies have abused their market power and that something must be done about it. 42 That is
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reflected in lawsuits filed and prosecuted by the Trump and Biden Administrations and almost
every State Attorney General, as well as the bipartisan legislation introduced in the Senate and the
House. The pending litigation relies on existing antitrust and consumer protection laws to address
Big Tech’s abuse of power. The proposed legislation goes further, recognizing that some of the
most intractable problems relating to Big Tech’s harm to competition cannot readily be resolved
through existing antitrust laws.
Critics may deride these developments as enforcers bending the knee to antitrust populism.43 But
the groundswell of bipartisan concern belies such easy accusations. One need not be a progressive
or a “hipster antitrust”44 advocate to be deeply concerned about Big Tech’s abuse of power. As
Senator Lee recently noted in a speech to the right-leaning tech trade group NetChoice,
“Conservative anger at Big Tech is real, and it’s entirely justified…. No business would treat its
customers with the prejudice and disdain shown towards conservatives by Big Tech unless that
business were confident that it was the only game in town…. The only people who still argue that
there’s no reason to be concerned about competition in Big Tech are the ones paid by Big Tech to
say so.”45
I look forward to taking your questions. Thank you.
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